Let G be a multiplicative group and R be a G -graded commutative ring and M a G -graded R -module. Various properties of multiplicative ideals in a graded ring are discussed and we extend this to graded modules over graded rings. We have also discussed the set of P -primary ideals and modules of R when P is a graded multiplication prime ideals and modules.
Introduction
Let G be a group. A ring R is called G 
. Consider the ring gr- In this paper, we study some properties of gr-multiplication submodules in a graded multiplication R-module M , when M is gr-module over gr-ring R . And give a characterization of finitely generated gr-multiplication submodules of a grmultiplication M over a gr-ring R .
Definition 1
Let R be a graded ring over the group G and M an R -graded module. A graded submodule N of M is called graded multiplication . If
Definition 2 A graded R -module M is called gr-multiplication module if every gr-submodule of M is gr-multiplication .
is gr-primary ideal of R and gr-rad ( ) Q P = , we say that Q is gr-p-primary.
Lemma 1 Let I be a graded ideal in a graded ring R then I is multiplication if ( : )
Proof.
Hence J is gr-multiplication ideal of I . Conversely, Let I be a graded multiplication ideal in R , Let J be any graded ideal of R Then I J I ∩ ⊂ , so there is a graded ideal K of R such that 
suppose that N is a graded submodule of M . Then
Proposition 5 Let N and K be graded submodules of graded multiplication Rmodule M and ( ) S H R ⊂ be a multiplicatively closed subset of R . Then 
